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Three Questions?

#1. Why China wants to become a Great 

Maritime Power? (navy, coast guard, 

maritime militia, merchant marine, 

shipbuilding and fishing industries)

#2. How is China’s Coast Guard Law 

impacted the world order and plausible 

scenarios when China demands for the “use 

of  force” on its three biggest armada? 

#3. What can the Philippines do to counter 

China’s self-vested maritime ambition?
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China Dream as                     

Leading Maritime Power

❖ China’s maritime power equates to having a top 

navy,  largest and effective coast guard, world-class 

merchant marine and fishing fleet, a globally 

recognized shipbuilding capacity, and the ability 

to harvest or extract economically important 

maritime resources especially fish. 

❖ The centrality of  power and control by 

containment characterize China’s Dream as a 

leading maritime power in defense of  its maritime 

sovereignty, sovereignty rights, and interests.
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Beijing’s Grand Naval Plans

❖ Sea and air control in near-waters defense

❖ China to become a leading maritime power in all 

areas except its navy by 2030

❖ China cannot be considered a maritime power 

until it operates its Coast Guard Law of  2021

❖ The maritime militia is China’s third coercive 

element of  maritime power

❖ China’s merchant marine will become an adjunct 

role to the PLA in compensating for PLA’s long-

distance sealift capacity 

❖ China is the world’s biggest producer of  fishery 

products (live fishing and aquaculture)

❖ Placing of  Chinese judge in the World Court. The 

ICJ is the UN highest court of  inter-state disputes

❖ Aggressive Wolf  Warrior Diplomacy
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China’s Pitfalls

❖ China’s food insecurity and impacts on marine 

economy 

❖ A period of  contraction in China’s shipbuilding 

sector that leads to high-risk of  local unemployment

❖ The People’s Liberation Army Navy is still dwarfed 

by American and European navies

❖ Shortcomings in terms of  muscle flexing in China’s 

coastguard, maritime militia, and fishing industry 

will be rectified until 2025 that’s why we see robust 

aggression in the West Philippine Sea
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Philippines’ Policy Option: 

How Much is Enough? 

❖ Diplomatic protests and noises against 

strategic deception, use of  force, 

illegitimacy will hound the narratives of  

the next generation of  Chinese people. 

This will create another hundred years 

of  humiliation for China

❖ Call for alliance and creation of  a 

National Territorial Defense Framework 

in post-2022


